
Top invesTmenT ideas

Cyprus Just A Hiccup As Stocks March On
Unease among investors as Cyprus’ banking and debt crisis temporarily slammed the brakes on the 
record-breaking rise of equity markets. Ultimately, however, the €10 billion bailout deal – whatever 
the pain for the Cypriots and their financial sector clients – was enough to get share prices moving 
upward again. With economic numbers consistently pointing to growth and upbeat consumers 
ready to spend, any temporary market hiccups in the weeks ahead look like opportunities for 
better-value investment.

Equity funds: Asian company shares remain popular with investors, thanks to positive long-term economic fundamentals, 
strong balance sheets and low borrowing. The aberdeen asian smaller Companies Fund offers exposure to small and 
medium-sized enterprises that benefit from strong consumer spending and offer better value than large-cap Asian 
companies do right now.

North Asia does offer attractive valuations, and the Fidelity China Focus Fund lets you tap into China’s medium-term 
recovery. For wider exposure to emerging markets, where economies are set to grow faster than in the developed world, 
consider the First state Gem Leaders Fund. 

Equity-Linked Convertible Investments: For clients comfortable with more risk, equity-linked convertible investments 
offer attractive yield with potential equity upside. For CapitaLand, which combines exposure to China’s consumer recovery 
and its property sector, consider striking at or below the S$3.43 support level. On Wall Street, General motors should 
benefit from renewal of the ageing U.S. automobile fleet, with its current average vehicle age of 11 years. 

Bonds: Bonds with shorter maturity can reduce interest rate risk in case of future rate hikes. The recent Singapore dollar 
issue from Biosensors investments, an innovative medical devices manufacturer, offers a coupon of 4.875 per cent per 
annum and an approximate yield to maturity of around 3.6 per cent. Looking ahead, high-yield debt offers better value 
than investment-grade bonds.

Bond Funds: The Templeton Global Total Return Fund’s diversified portfolio includes higher-yielding emerging market 
sovereign debt. An average duration of just under three years reduces interest rate risk, and currency exposure maximises 
the potential total return. 

Currencies: Talk of an end to U.S. Federal Reserve quantitative easing, or an increase in the supply of money, has removed 
a drag on the value of the greenback, which is set to strengthen over time as fewer dollars are injected into the economy. 
Singapore dollar clients may consider a dual Currency Returns pairing against the U.s. dollar at levels closer to S$1.2350, 
where we see stronger support.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Any opinions or views of third parties expressed in this material are those of the third parties identified, and not those of 
OCBC Bank. The information provided herein is intended for general circulation and/or discussion purposes only. 
It does not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any particular 
person. Before you make any investment decision, please seek advice from your OCBC Relationship Manager regarding 
the suitability of any investment product taking into account your specific investment objectives, financial situation or 
particular needs. In the event that you choose not to seek advice from your OCBC Relationship Manager, you should 
carefully consider whether the product is suitable for you. This does not constitute an offer or solicitation to buy or sell 
or subscribe for any security or financial instrument or to enter into any transaction or to participate in any particular 
trading or investment strategy.

By buying Dual Currency Returns, you are giving us the right to repay you at a future date in a different currency from the 
currency in which you made your original investment, even if you would prefer not to be paid in this currency at that time. 
Dual Currency Returns are affected by foreign exchange rates, which may affect how much you get back from your 
investment. You may receive less than you originally invested.

Foreign exchange control restrictions may apply to the foreign currencies linked to your Dual Currency Returns. As a result, 
we may repay your investment and interest in a different currency. You may receive less than you originally invested when 
the amount of this different currency is converted back to the base currency (the currency you originally invested). You may 
be able to get information on foreign exchange control restrictions, if any, for each foreign currency offered in relation to 
Dual Currency Returns, from the relevant monetary, regulatory or other governmental authorities for that currency.

We will not end Dual Currency Returns before the maturity date (the date they are due to end). You may, however, withdraw 
the amount you originally invested before the maturity date. If you do this, please remember that you will have to pay any 
charges that apply which are calculated based on the amount of the time remaining before the maturity date, as well as 
current market conditions relating to strike prices, foreign exchange rates and changes in the underlying foreign exchange 
pair. These charges may mean that you get back much less than you originally invested. Please feel free to approach your 
OCBC Relationship Manager for details of the procedures and charges that apply if you withdraw your Dual Currency 
Returns investment before the maturity date.

A copy of the prospectus of each fund is available and may be obtained from the relevant fund manager or any of its 
approved distributors. Potential investors should read the prospectus for details on the relevant fund before deciding 
whether to subscribe for, or purchase units in the fund. The value of the units in the funds and the income accruing to the 
units, if any, may fall or rise. Please refer to the prospectus of the relevant fund for the name of the fund manager and the 
investment objectives of the fund.

OCBC Bank, its related companies, their respective directors and/or employees (collectively ‘Related Persons’) may have 
positions in, and may effect transaction in the products mentioned herein. OCBC Bank may have alliances with the product 
providers, for which OCBC Bank may receive a fee. Product providers may also be Related Persons, who may be receiving fees 
from investors. OCBC Bank and the Related Person may also perform or seek to perform broking and other financial services 
for the product providers.

Foreign currency investments or deposits are subject to inherent exchange rate fluctuation that may provide opportunities 
and risks. Earnings on foreign currency investments or deposits would be dependent on the exchange rates prevalent at 
the time of their maturity if any conversion takes place. Exchange controls may be applicable from time to time to certain 
foreign currencies. Any pre-termination costs will be deducted from your deposit.

No representation or warranty whatsoever (including without limitation any representation or warranty as to accuracy, 
usefulness, adequacy, timeliness or completeness) in respect of any information (including without limitation any statement, 
figures, opinion, view or estimate) provided herein is given by OCBC Bank and it should not be relied upon as such. 
OCBC Bank does not undertake an obligation to update the information or to correct any inaccuracy that may become 
apparent at a later time. All information presented is subject to change without notice. OCBC Bank shall not be responsible 
or liable for any loss or damage whatsoever arising directly or indirectly howsoever in connection with or as a result of 
any person acting on any information provided herein. The information provided herein may contain projections or other 
forward-looking statements regarding future events or future performance of countries, assets, markets or companies. 
Actual events or results may differ materially. Past performance figures are not necessarily indicative of future or likely 
performance. Any reference to any specific company, financial product or asset class in whatever way is used for illustrative 
purposes only and does not constitute a recommendation on the same.

The contents hereof may not be reproduced or disseminated in whole or in part without OCBC Bank’s written consent.


